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【Travel expenses of Chinese tourists on outbound travel in 2019】
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【Duration of Chinese tourists traveling abroad in 2019】

They spare more time and spending on traveling
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95.5% 
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plans ahead
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Information of destinations

They get to know the world via various channels
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They travel all over the world
60% of Mafengwo users have visited more than 4 countries and each user have visited 12 cities on average
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They explore the world with their own unique ways
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61%

of the travelers have shared 
travel experience in the 

past year

86%

of travelers have 
interactions when browsing 

travel content 

They are willing to share with others about the world when they come back
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And these interactions have most probably happened here, in Mafengwo
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Mafengwo 

Fun-loving people

Mafengwo with massive online travel assets 

Becomes an information hub for travelers to interact with the world  

Fun world
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Until now, Mafengwo already gathered millions of travellers

Comes from mobile side
85%

Travel destinations

60,000 +

APP Downloads
760 Millions

APP DAU

8

Users

130 Millions

MAU

120 Millions

Millions

Mafengwo
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Massive valuable contentContents

700 k

Monthly Generated  
Long Form Content
i.e.Travel Guide, Travel Blog

9.26 M
i.e. Weng-Weng, Q&A,, 

Comments

63 M
Total POI Daily Generated  

Data

3T

Large amount contents generated by users 
since 2006 help millions of travelers to 
discover the world. Users are able to find 
many valuable tourism references covered 
60,000+ destinations.

Monthly Generated  
Short Form Content

Data resources：Mafengwo Big Data Department

User generated contents on Mafengwo

UGC
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High consumption power

Monthly 
Income

User distribution &Top10 Origin Markets

16%

21%

31%

24%

8%

<5K

5-12K

12-20K

20-50K

>50K

Super city

First-tier city

Second-tier city

Third-tier city

Other 8%

8%

13%

47%

25% Beijing 
Shanghai 
Shenzhen 

Guangzhou 
Chongqing 
Hangzhou 
Chengdu 
Nanjing 
Tianjin 
Wuhan

Data resources：Mafengwo Big Data Department

Mafengwo users 
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High potential consumer

Mafengwo users 

Gender Age

38% 62% Under 18

18-24

25-35

36-50

Above 50 5%

25%

29%

33%

8%
Male Female

1%

10%

64%

18%

7%

High-school

Community college

Bachelor

Master

PHD

Data resources：Mafengwo Big Data Department

Education Background
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Current tourism status in China and  
behavior changes of travelers during the pandemic
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Tourism recovery in May Holiday 

Influenced by policy change in April 29th, when 
Beijing lowered its control level, the flight booking 
for May Holiday increased by 51% compared with 
April 1st -23rd. Especially within the half hour after 
the announcement, the air ticket booking 
increased by 15 times, and the transaction grew 
by 400% over the previous day

The total number of domestic tourist receptions 
reached 115 million, with a revenue of about 47.56 
billion USD. 

Hotel Booking 
of Beijing 320%

Air Tickets 
of Beijing 400%

Self-driving 196%
Travel Guide 
about May 
Holiday

270%

Suburb Tour 
of Beijing 287% B&B 86%

Transaction

Keyword 
Searching

Up

Up
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Hot search words in <Must Experience>

1 Xinjiang self driving tour
2 Camping
3 Cycling
4 sea fishing
5 Couple
6 Phuket diving
7 Horse riding
8 Panda 
9 Thailand diving
10 Parachute jumping
11 Bungee jumping
12 Honeymoon
13 Mountain climbing
14 Sea life parks
15 Mountain climbing
16 B&B
17 Paraglider
18 Photo shooting
19 travel on a budget
20 Travel  with children

 It can be seen from hot search words of < must 
experience > that users' travel demands have 
become more and more diversified. Travel 
experiences such as self driving, camping, sea 
fishing etc.can all be the reason to travel. New 
contents generated by users are more on Museum or 
suburbs tour. Family trip is also getting more popular.

New Contents are 
most on the 

following topics 

1 Self driving 

2 Camping 

3 Suburbs tour

4 Museum 

5 Family trip

*Data from Mafengwo data research center

Hot topics and search words
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Ranking change of outbound destinations

Russia, due to the popularity of new Chinese movie 

“lost in Russia"  released during the Spring Festival, 

a large number of users show their interests.  

Due to the friendly attitude of Serbia to China 

reported in the news, users have showed more 

interests to this country 

Cuba has raised its rank because the pop-star Jay 

Zhou released a song “Mojito” with MV shot in 

Cuba.

*Data from Mafengwo data research center

Top 20 hot outbound countries
Country 2020.5 2019.5 Rank change

Japan 1 1 0
Thailand 2 2 0
Maldives 3 5 2

Serbia 4 19 15
Singapore 5 3 -2

USA 6 12 6
New Zealand 7 7 0

Malaysia 8 4 -4
Korea 9 8 -1

Vietnam 10 6 -4
Turkey 11 5 -6
Iceland 12 21 9
Georgia 13 31 18
Australia 14 10 -4

Russia 15 20 5
Cuba 16 22 6

Switzerland 17 18 1
North Korea 18 28 10

Egypt 19 22 3
Philippines 20 17 -3
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Pandemic Control
VISAMovie

Online Activities

policypublic opinion

Music

EntertainmentSuper Star

Politics

Factors will affect travelers’ behaviors
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How does Mafengwo connect users with the world？
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We encourage young people  
to explore the world  
and provide assistance to every trip 
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Even during the pandemic, we were still trying to help users to embrace the word online
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During the pandemic

After the pandemic

Yearning for travel while 
travel is restricted

Demand released and 
ready to go out

Full companionship

Interaction online
Greeting the world· knowing the world · travel online 

wish-seeding · travel plan · destination arrival
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   During the pandemic

Travel is restricted, but the connection with the world is never restricted

Greeting the world Knowing the world Travel online

Public benefit expression 
Establishing emotional connection

Interactive travel scene 
Inspiring with new exploration

Immersive experience 
Adapting to demand change
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Greeting the world

Emotional  
expression

Public benefit 
 topic

Continuous  
featuring

Emotional 
output of brands 

to bond with users

Positive image to 
improve the 
favorability

Sense of presence 
during the 
pandemic
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Greeting the world： 

Online wish of 560,000 people


Dreams are still there even the departures needs to be waited
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Greeting the world： 

Collecting virtual fridge magnets, which are most familiar to travelers, to show 
support for global war against the pandemic
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52 official tourism agencies 
passed greetings

To express the most warm greetings through 
the fridge magnet designed by Mafengwo 
during the pandemic 660,000 users participated in 

the magnet collection
To meet the world at home and support 
the global war against the pandemic via 
magnet collection
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Scene  
+

Breakthrough Operation 

Animal crossing Ring fit adventure

Knowing the world 

People can also travel at home through the immersive interactive scene. 
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Knowing the world： 
Under the trend of pan-entertainment, getting to know the 

destination via travel scene and quiz game

Daily sessions
60000+ 3200000+

Daily answers
77%

Daily average 
retention rate
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Travel online

Travel live broadcast: cloud travel is a new trend

Meeting users’ needs Helping travel industry 
accumulate online assets

When travel is restricted, live broadcast has 
become a preferred way to satisfy users’ 

travel needs. 

Live broadcast helps destinations and 
partners build long-term communication 

channels with users and accumulate online 
assets.
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Travel live broadcast become another meaningful content of 
MFW and an ideal way of travel marketing
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The daily average growth of live users of 
Mafengwo since April

101.4% 2.7 times

The average time that users watched the 
second live is 2.7 times longer than they watch 
the live for the first watch

started
33%

in preparing
31%

maybe in the future
34%

no willingness
2%

The willingness of partners to 
participate in live broadcast 

To encourage users and partners to deeply participate in live broadcast
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Celebrity influence Live like a localNatural healing

Among 1000+ lives, outbound destinations stand out with their attractive content

TOP2 New Zealand Tourism

TOP1 Germany Tourism

TOP3 Western Australia Tourism
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Hotels during the pandemic

Hotels showed measures against the pandemic 
to make travelers feel safe and released 

policies of free cancellation during this period

To stimulate the consumers, hotels introduces 
special offers valid for the whole year, such as 

500 RMB vouchers equal to 800 RMB.

Infected by the pandemic, travelers pay 
more attention to the family. So hotels 
launched suitable products for family.
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Customized poster 

Theme and 
script 
customization

Announcement 
of KOL and 
live time

Link to 
subscribe 
the live

Note 
promotion by 
official account

Link with hotel booking page
Popularity  

223,000
Viewers 

37,706
Comments   
16,6320

Showcase - Sanya Atlantis

Brand featuring 
Atlantis was used for the 
luck draw, helping to build 
brand awareness 
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Popularity    
104,000

Viewers  
20,878

Favorites    
16,019

Link with POI

Brand featuring
Live broadcast with the official 
account successfully attracted 
users to follow  and get to 
know it

Showcase - The Taaras Beach & Spa Resort in Redang

Promotion
After the live streaming , users 
started the interests in the hotel 
and were willing to try it.
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Customized poster 

Link with official hotel booking page

Popularity  
359,000

Viewers 
78,706

Forward   
164

Showcase - Galaxy Macau

Discount policies and 
benefits have attracted 
large number of users 
attention, helping to 
build brand awareness
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New opportunities for live 
broadcast of Singapore

Shopping  
Guide 

Hotel  
leisure

Light 
luxury 

vacation

Nanyang 
style 

Online  
Exhibition 

Online 
hotel 

test sleep 

Popular  
events 
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Browsing Reading Buying 

Accurate distribution· wish-seeding Massive contents· travel plan Consumption loop· destination arrival

 After the pandemic

MFW covers the whole consumer journey and assists users to set out to the 

world
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Browsing· Contents are pushed to users based on their preference, locations and 
users’ portaits, making the information reach target audience more accurately

Intelligent 
recommendation

Algorithm engine

Hotels 

Must- 

experience

Family 

vacation

Trans- 

portations 

Same with 

celebrity

Photograph

Niche 

experience

Couples 

Popular  

Experience 

Building

Understand 
users’ needs
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Target advertisement：Accurate content distribution

Interests analysis 
Labels filter

Accurate 
content PUSH 
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#Through the intelligent distribution of content, 
MFW helps brands and partners to reach users 
accurately

Know it Buy it
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• Structured information page 

• Travel products and contents can be put 
on POI page 

• A place that provides one-stop service 

Set up your digital display window on MFW

POI

Reading · Structured information
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• Share travel experience with short 
pictures and videos 

• Personal travel experience story to 
inspire users to explore 

• Can link to POI for further information 

Provide users a practical reference

PGC

Reading · KOL’s Various Experience

#KOL Note #Travel Blog
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• High quality contents 

• Multi-dimensional information points 
presented clearly and accurately 

• Long-term exist  

Travel guidance generated by MFW 
professional editing team

OGC

#Official Note #Video/Travel Guide

Reading · Travel Information
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Buying · Contents lead to deals. One-stop travel service forms a closed 
loop of consumption

Contents

Decision-making

Booking
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From getting information to making purchase, world is within reach

POI Reservation
Booking Through Travel Notes Booking Through Travel Guides
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Overview:  By targeting FIT with various forms of 
content, the search volume of Accor hotel has increased 
significantly during the launch period, and users' 
awareness of the brand has improved.

Influenced by the content of Raffles and Swissotel, users 
search more about the two brands initiatively.A c c o r  M e m b e r

S e a r c h  G r o w t h

3 0 0 %

Individual hotel promotion

Group level promotion

U G C  G r o w t h  
2 2 1 %

Under the guidance of travel content, 
many users add brand loyalty plan, 
experience related services and share 
the content in the subsequent travel.

Showcase-Accor
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Showcase-Resorts World Sentosa

Cooperation Highlights: Creative content

KOLs with different types such as(parent-child, couples, master 
photographers etc.) ，who experience in Resorts World Sentosa and 
then producing exquisite travel notes, travel blogs, which seeding all 
MFW users and lead to transactions

01 Pioneer KOL shows Itineraries 

02  Video Travel Guide——Most popular seeding products 

Launched short video guide, covering all aspects of food, 
accommodation, travel, entertainment and shopping in Resorts 
World Sentosa. Displaying the diverse experience in Sentosa 
through comprehensive, interesting and practical video travel 
guide which can seed users and stimulate their desire to travel



Showcase-Resorts World Sentosa

Before After

01 Operate

02 Content

03 Technology

Through online and offline refined operation, the number of people scanning 
and transaction have been improved.

48 persons per day from Feb. to Apr.

510%

410%

Customized PGC provide travelers efficiency guide content
High quality UGC inspires travelers and attracts them to travel

Customized hand drawn map to make travel information more concrete

Access to the trading system for direct sales of RWS 
and supporting Wechat overseas payment

245 persons per day in Jun.

3.5 transactions per day from Jan. 
to Apr.

14.5 transactions per day from 6/
20 - 7/10
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Exclusive Cooperation：Wechat Mini Programs



No matter at home or on the way, 
MFW always accompanies 130 million users and helps them to connect with 

60000+ destinations.
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1

Content Promotion
Official Account Building and Content Release

Existing Content Promotion

New Official Content

Encourage Departure

Live streaming+Short Video+Official content

KOL Content+Discount Policy

POI Construction

2

3

How to reach travelers after the pandemic with Mafengwo 

 “Arouse Passion” 
   

To 
   

“Encourage Departure”
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Over 400 destinations partner with us
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Hundreds of brands choose us to connect young and high-quality consumers
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Mona - Director of international partnership, Mafengwo

E-mail tingting1@mafengwo.com

Phone Number ＋86 15201621579

WeChat 717746264

Scan the QR code to get more information of Mafengwo
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MFW · Don’t fear the unknown.


